
User Interface Engineering: Homework 2
Connected Component Labeling

Instructor: Otmar Hilliges
TA’s: Tobias Nageli, Liu Zhiyong, and Karthik Sheshadri

Due Date:17/10/2013

1 Introduction
Connected-component labeling (alternatively connected-component analysis, blob extraction, region labeling,
blob discovery, or region extraction) is an algorithmic application of graph theory, where subsets of connected
components are uniquely labeled based on a given heuristic. Connected-component labeling is used in computer
vision to detect connected regions in binary digital images.

In our homework, we will be using connected components to isolate the fingertips in an FTIR image, as
illustrated in fig. 1.

Questions 2 and 3 involve implementing the standard 2 pass version of connected components, and are together
worth 100 points. You only need to submit these in order to receive full credit for this homework (100 points). In
addition, you are free (but not required) to implement question4, worth 140 points. Question 4 is for extra credit,
which you can use to relieve the pressure of a future homework(s) if you so desire. In question 4, we ask you to
implement a faster one pass version of the algorithm for extra credit, worth 140 points.

The classic algorithm makes two passes over the image: the first pass to assign temporary labels and record
equivalences and the second pass to replace each temporary label by the smallest label of its equivalence class.

A complete homework submission consists of two parts: (i) your finished code (ii) videos visualising the
output of Q’s 2 and 3.

Submit your completed package to karthiksheshadri@inf.ethz.ch.

Figure 1: An unprocessed input frame (left) and the connected component output (right) with each component
visualised in a different color.

1.1 Skeleton Code
Examine the attached skeleton code, and locate the file ConnectedComponents.cpp. You will notice that the file
begins with two classes, ComponentInfo and LabelInfo. You will need to understand the functioning of these
classes in order to complete the homework. We have provided a brief explanation below:

1.1.1 ComponentInfo

/**
* This class is used to record component information for each component,

* inlcuding the id number, component center, and label of each component.

*/
class ComponentInfo
{
public:

ComponentInfo(void);
˜ComponentInfo(void);
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int id; // component id
double* mu; // component center coordinate
int nPixels; // the number of pixels
int label; // label for component

void ComponentZero(); // initialization function
};

Each instance of this class holds characteristics of a blob of pixels which, after your code has run, should
represent a separate component. Each blob is indexed by its id, and stores the number of pixels assigned to it as
well as their arithmetic mean (centroid). The label currently assigned to the component is also stored. Note that
after the first pass, every pixel in a component instance will have a label, but not necessarily the same label yet.
After the second pass, all pixels in a given instance must necesarily have the same label.

1.1.2 LabelInfo

/**
* This class is used to record the label info of each label,

* inlcuding its equivalence class, the number of pixels in the label, sigma x
and sigma y (to compute averages), and the information of corresponding
components.

*/
class LabelInfo
{
public:

LabelInfo(void);
˜LabelInfo(void);

ushort equivTo; // equivalence class
int nPixels; // number of pixels for each label
double sumX, sumY; // x coordinate sum and y coordinate sum
ComponentInfo component; // components that correspond to the label

void LabelZero();
};

This class indexes each label we have created at a given time, and stores information about them such as
the number of pixels held, the sum of the x and y co-ordinates (which are useful for computing averages and
other statistics). The data member equivTo keeps track of equivalences with other label instances. An instance
of LabelInfo could contain pixels corresponding to different components (until the second pass is done), and this
necessitates two separate classes for LabelInfo and ComponentInfo.

2 Assigning initial labels
Q 2.1 : The objective of the first pass is to assign an initial label to each pixel. For every non background (on) pixel,
we check if any of its neighbors has already been labeled. If so, its label is copied and we move on. Otherwise, a
new label is assigned to this pixel. This process is illustrated in fig. 2. Now refer to our skeleton code:

ushort nextLabel = 1;
ushort D, C, B, A = 0;
ushort label = A; // this needs to be assigned in your implementation of the

algorithm

//first pass
for (int y = 1; y < imageHeight; y++)
{

for (int x = 1; x < imageWidth; x++)
{

/*----------------------------pseudo code
------------------------------------------*/

// assign current pixel value to A (0 or 1)
// if A equal to 1 then
// assign the label of North and West neighbours to D
// if D has been labeled then
// propagate label from D to A
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// else
// assign West neighbor to B and North neighbor to C
/*----------------your code here---------------------*/
// if only B has been assigned a label then
// propagte label from B to A
// if only C has been assigned a label then
// propagate label from C to A
// if neither B or C have been assigned a label then
// choose a new increamented label for A
// if B and C both have been assigned a label
// if B and C have the same label then
// propogate this label to A
// if B and C have different labels then
// retrieve the equivalence label of B if the

value is nonzero
// retrieve the equivalence label of C if the

value is nonzero
// if these two equivalence label has different

value then
// assign the equivalence label of C as B’s

equivalence label in labelInfo[]
// labelInfo[] example: (2, 1) (3, 1) (4, 1)

(5, 1) (7, 6) (8, 6) (9, 6) (10, 6)....
// end
// end
// end
// end
// end
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

}
}

To help understand the above pseudo code, we include an explanation based on the one in [1]: Assume that
we are at a pixel A, and A’s neighbors are the following:
D C
B A

If A is zero, there is nothing to do. If A is one, and if D has been labeled, we simply copy that label and move
on. Similarly if one of B or C is labeled, we again copy that label. If neither B nor C is labeled, we must choose
a new label for A. As far as we can tell, this is the first time we have run into a new component. The remaining
possibility is that both B and C carry labels. There is no problem if B and C have the same label; but since they
are not neighbors in our scheme, they may have different labels. In this case we have just discovered that two
different labels have both been used for parts of one component. The parts are connected through A. We must
make a note at this point that the two labels are equivalent, and use one of them for A. This is the price we pay for
the sequential algorithm. At the end of the scan, data for all parts with equivalent labels have to be merged. If all
we are doing is accumulating totals for computing zeroth, first, and second moments, we can avoid even this step.
We simply add the totals accumulated so far for the two components and add future increments to the combined
totals. If we wish to show the regions with unique labels, we need to do a second scan over the image, assigning
to each region a representative label from the equivalence class to which its original label belongs.

Complete the above code segment to implement the first pass. Submit your completed code as well as a video
showing the first pass working on test1.mov. (80 pts)

Figure 2: The first pass: assigning initial labels.
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3 Merging labels
Q 3.1: Although the first pass assigned every foreground pixel with a label, some pixels corresponding to the same
component still have different labels. Iterate through the image again and use the recorded equivalence classes to
merge these labels. Now visualise your computed labels on each frame of test1.mov, and record a video. Note
that you cannot record a video without answering this question. Therefore if you do not implement this question,
we will provide you with the code for it so that you may record the video and obtain credit for Q 2.1 (you will of
course not receive credit for this question if you use our code.) Include your video and code in your submission.
(20 points)

Figure 3: The second pass: merging labels.

if ()
{

for (int y = 1; y < imageHeight; y++)
{

for (int x = 1; x < imageWidth; x++)
{

//get pixel label;
//if label==0, move on.
//get equivalence class of label
//set corresponding pixel in label map to eq class.

}
}

}

Note that our class structure allows only for a single equivalence class for each label. Since a single label
may have multiple equivalence classes, we need another loop to merge these separate equivalences into one single
label. The provided MergeStatistics() function will do this for you.

4 Extra credit
Q 4: In class, we learnt a two pass algorithm to find connected components in a binary image. For extra credit,
implement the quicker one pass version of the algorithm described in [2]. You can download the paper here. Use
C++ functions to record the time taken by this algorithm for each frame, and include the average time taken (over
a large number of frames) in your submission. Also record a video of your code working on test1.mov. Submit
your code and video. (140 pts).
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